I. INTRODUCTION
Thermodynamics uses simple mathematics, consisting of nothing more advanced than partial derivatives and differentials. Given this simple foundation, it is remarkable how many accomplished students find its mathematics bewildering.
I discuss in Sec. II several calculus subtleties that contribute to this bewilderment. In Sec. III, I show how instructors can address the problem by briefly demonstrating the subtleties that are important for thermodynamics in the symbolic world in which students are used to working rather than introducing the subtleties in an environment where students must simultaneously learn new physics concepts ͑such as entropy and thermodynamic potentials͒. In addition to illustrating the essential calculus concepts, this approach can assist students to construct a coherent mathematical picture of thermodynamics in general and of thermodynamic potentials in particular.
My approach functions as a short mathematical introduction akin to the way vectors are introduced and reviewed in as many as four courses during an undergraduate student's career. However, in contrast to the introduction and review of vectors, little, if any, class time is lost to physics with this investment. It is brief, but more importantly, a simple change of symbols yields the various thermodynamic potentials and Maxwell relations.
II. SOME CHALLENGES POSED BY THERMODYNAMICS

A. Calculus subtleties
Thermodynamics involves the use of partial derivatives and differentials which is complicated by the following considerations.
͑1͒ Independent variables ͑in the formal mathematical sense͒ are physically ͑and therefore mathematically͒ related through an equation of state. In mechanics and electricity and magnetism, the Cartesian variables x, y, and z, for example, are physically as well as mathematically independent; we can choose any x, y, and z triplet. In contrast, for an ideal gas, a change in the volume V will, in general, produce a change in the pressure P.
͑2͒
The proper independent variables are not always obvious ͑particularly to students͒. Furthermore, the independent variables change from application to application. In contrast, in mechanics and electricity and magnetism, the spatial variables and time are almost always the independent variables. We would not in normal circumstances consider, for example, writing x as a function of the electric field E.
To deal with these considerations, physicists specify the independent variables by subscripts when they write partial derivatives in thermodynamics. For example, the expression,
tells us that the independent variables are V and S, and that V is held constant. This information could be conveyed equally well by writing ‫ץ‬E(S,V)/‫ץ‬S.
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Note how strange the standard thermodynamics notation appears to a student who has previously had calculus, mechanics, and electricity and magnetism. To use the notation ‫ץ(‬ f /‫ץ‬x) y in calculus or E x ϭ(‫ץ‬V/‫ץ‬x) y,z in electricity and magnetism would be redundant and nonsensical. The student would justifiably be puzzled if a text introduced this notation. Yet many thermal physics texts introduce this subscript notation with nothing but a short sentence which repeats the typical definition of a partial derivative found in calculus textbooks where subscripts were unnecessary ͑see, for example, Ref. 3͒. Students are left to discover on their own why physicists, who value notational parsimony, have added apparently unneeded symbols.
While I am concerned primarily with equipping students to use and understand standard thermodynamics notation, it is useful for physics professors to be aware that the meaning of partial derivatives' subscripts in thermodynamics may differ from the meaning of such subscripts ͑on occasions when they do appear͒ in calculus classes. It is increasingly common in mathematics and in calculus textbooks to use the subscript to specify the value͑s͒ of independent variables at which the derivative is evaluated.
B. Revealing the coherence and beauty of thermodynamics
In addition to cultivating an appreciation for and an ability to apply the necessary mathematical subtleties, the thermodynamics professor faces the challenge of unveiling the beauty and coherence of thermodynamics.
One element of this challenge involves the thermodynamic potentials. They sometimes seem to appear in a textbook as if they have fallen from the sky as random and unrelated drops of rain.
5 For example, Kittel and Kroemer's textbook introduces the Helmholtz free energy F abruptly, saying that it ''plays the part in thermal physics at constant temperature that the energy E plays in ordinary mechanical processes ... . '' 6 How many students can articulate the role energy plays? A similar sentence introduces enthalpy, 7 and a briefer comment introduces the Gibbs free energy. Schroeder's textbook improves on Ref. 3 by introducing F, G, and H at the same time. ͑Kittel introduces G 194 pages after discussing F, and introduces H in the chapter succeeding the introduction of G.) His textbook also gives a physical interpretation for each variable. For example, for F he writes that ''This is the total energy needed to create the system, minus the heat you can get for free from an environment at temperature T ... . Thus F is the energy that comes out as work if you're creating the system out of nothing. Or if you annihilate the system, the energy that comes out as work is F, because you have to dump some heat, equal to TS, into the environment in order to get rid of the system's entropy. The available, or ''free,'' energy is F'' ͑italics in original͒.
9 By introducing F, G, and H together, Schroeder shows that the thermodynamic potentials have similar characteristics. Nevertheless, I think that this introduction can be further improved.
Although a physical explanation of F may seem useful to students, it is arguably more important to help students place F within a cognitive framework and cultivate the style of thought that will allow students to more effectively use F and develop a coherent picture of thermodynamics. Furthermore, the physical explanation Schroeder provides seems to invite the questions, ''Why should I be interested in the total energy needed to create the system, minus the heat you can get for free from an environment at temperature T?'' and ''How does the total energy needed to create the system, minus the heat you can get for free from an environment at temperature T relate to the total energy ͑the energy plus the work needed͒ to create a system out of nothing in an environment with constant pressure P?'' ͑Schroeder's definition of enthalpy͒.
10 Do the definitions help students understand why physicists invented the Helmholtz free energy and enthalpy? Are they related to how the variables are used? In my opinion, the answer to both questions is no. The quest to understand the thermodynamic potentials inevitably leads us to mathematics.
The thermodynamic potentials are related mathematically by Legendre transforms. They are useful because our knowledge of mathematics allows us to calculate useful physical quantities such as the work done on the system at constant temperature ͑equal to ⌬F), the energy added by heating in isobaric processes (⌬H), and the wealth of information obtained from the four Maxwell relations. Because mathematics unifies the thermodynamic potentials and a knowledge of the appropriate mathematics makes them useful, explicitly and clearly introducing this simple but elegant mathematics should help students appreciate the beauty and coherence of thermodynamics.
III. ILLUSTRATING THERMODYNAMICS' METHODS WITHIN STUDENTS' SYMBOLIC ENVIRONMENT
Students typically have worked many problems with functions of two independent variables ͓for example, f (x,y)], including problems involving partial derivatives. They also are likely to be familiar with differentials involving two variables such as
which is formally identical to the fundamental thermodynamic identity dEϭTdSϪ PdV. 11 Most students would recognize that the independent variables of f 1 are x and y, that
and would easily grasp the Maxwell relation ‫ץ‬g/‫ץ‬y ϭ ‫ץ‬h/‫ץ‬x. In the cases that concern us, g and h are not constants, but are functions of x and y. Unfortunately, students will likely not have encountered this case in the usual problems in calculus textbooks or elsewhere ͑one welcome exception is Ref.
12͒. Consequently, they are unlikely to recognize that ͑1͒ holding ''all other independent variables'' constant when taking a partial derivative is not equivalent to holding ''all other variables'' constant. Students are unlikely to have calculated a partial derivative in problems where ''all other independent'' and ''all other'' variables are not synonymous;
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͑2͒ the value of f 1 can be determined by specifying the values of g and h rather than x and y ͑for example, as when the values of P and T can determine E rather than S and V); ͑3͒ three related functions can be created that have different independent variables ͑as when F, H, and G are created from E and the fundamental thermodynamic identity͒.
A. Legendre transforms
Students must grasp these concepts to successfully perform thermodynamic calculations. A simple way to highlight the concepts and to give students a framework in which to think through thermodynamics calculations in subsequent work is to introduce Legendre transforms of f (x,y).
18 I have found that it is useful to show the abstract f (x,y) formalism followed by a simple thermodynamics calculation. The first illustrates the mathematical subtleties in a context where they can be recognized. The second shows why this procedure is useful.
To be concrete, consider the function
where Eq.
Students would naturally understand from Eq. ͑4͒ that f 2 is a function of x and y because it is composed of the product gx added to a function of x and y. In fact, any two variables can be used as independent variables for the quantity represented by f 2 , but based on Eq. ͑5b͒, we conveniently think of f 2 as a function of the independent variables g and y. These simple steps illustrate the existence of a new related function with different independent variables ͑and provide the opportunity to review differentials and independent variables͒. More importantly, we have the opportunity to illustrate why we choose to subscript our partial derivatives in thermodynamics, and the importance of being aware of independent variables in differentiation. In particular, by using Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑5b͒ students can now express h in terms of a seemingly identical partial derivative of two different functions:
is precisely the situation that forces the subscripts ͑or some other notation͒ on us. A naive response ͓one that many students would probably make, despite Eq. ͑4͔͒ would be to think incorrectly that the functions f 1 and f 2 are identical. At this point, the instructor can lead the student to recognize from Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑5b͒ that what is different are the two functions' independent variables ͑the situation is nonsensical if they do not recognize it͒, or equivalently, what is held constant during differentiation. Thus, this situation illustrates why thermodynamics-style notation, which specifies what is held constant during differentiation, is useful:
͑8͒
At this point, students have observed in a simple context how to obtain the equivalent of the Helmholtz free energy, that a partial derivative no longer means holding ''all'' other variables constant, that at least one related function can be created from a differential of two independent variables, and why thermodynamics practitioners choose to subscript their partial derivatives. What remains is to show the equivalents of the other thermodynamic potentials, how they are related, and why this mathematical formalism is useful.
It is simple to introduce ͑or have students determine for those who prefer active approaches͒ the other Legendre transforms and their differentials:
The functions f 3 and f 4 are conveniently thought of as functions of x and h and g and h, respectively. With some guided reflection ͑or experimentation͒, students will find that it is not possible to obtain any other similar functions. We now have four related functions that have four different sets of independent variables. Each of the variables g, x, h, and y can be determined by differentiation from two of the four functions, and there are four Maxwell relations relating these four variables,
An ancillary benefit of teaching physics is the opportunity to appreciate and reveal elegant mathematics. The development we have just completed is an example. Having done nothing difficult, most students find it quite surprising that the mere structure of the differential with two independent variables ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒ implies a host of useful mathematical relations. It includes the four constraints given by the Maxwell relations between the variables g, h, x, and y, and 8 ways ͑2 each͒ to determine these variables ͓e.g., hϭ(‫ץ‬ f 2 /‫ץ‬y) g ͔. These simple mathematical implications are the basis for our ability to make thermodynamic calculations. Understanding and appreciating these relations ͑as students should now be able to do͒ should assist them as they shift from x, y, and f to quantities such as the entropy and the Helmholtz and Gibbs free energies.
B. Reconnecting to thermodynamics
Because Eq. ͑2͒ is equivalent to the fundamental thermodynamic identity, a change of variables gives the basic thermodynamic equations and Maxwell relations: x→S, g→T, y→V, h→Ϫ P, f 1 →E, f 2 →F, f 3 →H, and f 4 →G. Importantly, E, F, G, and H and the associated differential relations now have a simple transparent mathematical framework that unifies them, providing a context in which students can fit the thermodynamic potentials as they are reintroduced and used during the semester.
In a typical thermal physics course students encounter many examples of why this exercise is useful, particularly if the instructor reconnects to and reinforces the mathematical foundation just described. However the introduction to thermodynamic thinking and the mathematics of thermodynamics I have outlined will likely be most effective if several brief examples are provided. Some concepts worth emphasizing include the freedom to choose and to use convenient independent variables, the Maxwell relations, and the usefulness of the thermodynamic potentials in different situations.
Calculating the relation between T and V during an adiabatic expansion of an ideal gas can illustrate the first two concepts. In brief, we take advantage of constant entropy and choose V and T as independent variables,
use the Maxwell relation from the Helmholtz free energy differential
and the definition of C V to obtain
Equation ͑16͒ yields the familiar constant TV ␥Ϫ1 ͑where ␥ ϭC P /C V ) for adiabatic expansion.
Students can obtain an initial glimpse into the thermodynamic potentials' usefulness by leading them to recognize that each has two independent variables. Thus for any process in which one variable is held constant, there will be two thermodynamic potentials that depend on only one variable, a useful property that can be exploited. For example, in a quasistatic isothermal process, the change in the Helmholtz free energy equals the work done on the system because dFϭϪSdTϪ PdvϭϪPdV. In a quasistatic isobaric process the change in enthalpy equals the energy added by heating (dHϭTdSϩVdPϭTdS). A knowledge of ⌬F and ⌬H thus gives access to important physical quantities.
IV. A RELATED CONCEPTUAL PROBLEM
Because of the freedom to choose independent variables, the distinction between a physical variable and the function that represents it also can be a conceptual problem for students.
19 For example, it is sometimes emphasized that the natural independent variables of the energy E are S and V, meaning that the function that relates changes in E ͑the fundamental thermodynamic identity͒ has independent variables S and V. This language can be a problem if students are not helped to separate the concept of a physical quantity ͑in this case energy͒, which can be determined in multiple ways, from the mathematical function that describes it. Soon after learning that E's independent variables are S and V, a student will see an equation showing that for an ideal monatomic gas, E is a function of T alone: E(T)ϭ3/2NkT. Obviously, in this equation E is not formally a function of S and V. Although simple to well-trained and experienced professors, this distinction can be troubling to students. Perhaps a more precise and therefore preferable choice of words is to say that the independent variables of the fundamental thermodynamic identity that describes changes in E are S and V.
V. SUMMARY
I have illustrated how the subtleties of calculus important to thermodynamics can be introduced by performing Legendre transforms. I argue that doing so builds a more solid and more coherent understanding of the mathematics that is essential to thermodynamics calculations. Because they were introduced by different people at different times, they did in some sense fall ''from the sky as random and unrelated drops of rain.'' However, there is no need for the students to relive this history when the concepts can be introduced in a unified manner. In a survey of commonly used calculus textbooks ͑Refs. 14 -17͒. I found no problems involving partial derivatives where ''all other independent'' and ''all other'' variables were not equivalent.
Reference 4, Thomas and Finney, p. 840. 18 Ashley Carter and Ralph Baierlein explicitly introduce and discuss the properties of Legendre transforms in their texts ͑all texts implicitly introduce Legendre transforms, when they define F, G, and H 
A FLASH AT FERMILAB
Alongside the great machine of physics, the physicists move in daily routines like priests repeating rituals of transubstantiation. If physics may be pictured as a single corpus of belief-as one work with no author and thousands of successive editors-then the bright flash at the accelerator target is perhaps the best symbol, the summary in a single action, of the whole achievement of physics. 
